Newsletter Oye LENA
Educational project, Curahuasi – Peru
September – December 2019
Dear loyal readers and new readers,
The green boxes are regular sections that contain invariant general information. Below these boxes, you can find new
information and pictures.

AT THE PROJECT
How we work
A day at Oye LENA starts with a short meeting with all the volunteers. In the morning we work one-on-one with the
children with disabilities. Every child with a disability follows his individual schedule, adapted to his or her needs. In the
afternoon we pick up the toddlers and other children with a disability. When they arrive at Oye LENA they receive a hot
meal. With development goals we set up ourselves, we try to stimulate the children through various activities. Every day
the children follow a class and after that they can choose out of different learning centres where they want to play. We
also organize a lot of special activities. You can read more about this in what follows!

Special events
Halloween tour
Every year on the 30th of October, the day before Halloween, we go on a Halloween-Journey. All dressed up and with
lanterns we travel through Curahuasi while singing. This year the toddlers were dressed as bees and pirates, while the
bigger children were dressed up as Batman and The Little Red Riding Hood. Everybody had a good time and we all went
home with baskets full of candy!

FELIZ NAVIDAD! Merry Christmas!
On the 21st of December we had a big Christmas party together with all the children and their parents. Like on all our
parties there were all kinds of parent-child activities where they could collect stamps. They had to throw Christmas balls
for example, walk a course with a present in their hands, a snowball blowing competition and they could have their
picture taken. With the stamps they collected they could choose all kinds of presents (for example clothes, toys and
hats) Afterwards we sang a Christmas song and we all danced ‘el baile de las manos’. Off course every child got a present
and the parents got a picture from there children of the previous year. And last but not least we all filled our bellies with
panéton and hot chocolate milk. It was a fabulous party again!

Theme-based working
At Oye LENA, we use monthly themes in our work with our special kids, our toddlers, as well as the project and the classes
in the mountain schools. Every month we pick a new theme, which will then become the common theme throughout all
the lessons and classes. These themes are fixed for three school years. Every theme is linked with (Peruvian/Belgian)
objectives. Cognitive goals are important, but also social and emotional well-being, as well as attitudes. In every theme,
we incorporate methods like ‘Sherborne’ (Development Movement), ‘Snoezelen’ (Controlled Multisensory Environment),
learning centres, Multisensory Storytelling, yoga, writing dance,...
Our education starts from the children’s living environment consisting of challenges and experiences, calling for
experimenting and exploring. This forms a basis for motivated learning. Through ‘playful learning’ and ‘learning by doing’,
we try to stimulate the development of the children to increase their chances of a better future.
September= Traffic and transportation theme
In this theme the toddlers had to cross a traffic course. With the bigger kids and the children with disabilities we went to
town to learn how to cross the street and all kinds of things. We learned how to fold paper boats and airplanes. We
went on a journey around the world with different kinds of transportation methods, and a lot more.

October= Farm animals and Halloween theme
This month the children learned everything about the animals on the farm: they made chickens out of their handprints
and payed a visit to all the animals that live at Oye LENA. For Halloween we made monsters and bats with arts and crafts
material. The volunteers also prepared a big Halloween-play about Casperito, the not-so-scary-ghost.

November= Clothing theme
This month the children, among other things, got sewing classes from our teacher Susy. They made little cardboard
people and dressed them up with fabrics and buttons. They combined all kinds of outfits and they dressed up even more
than they normally do.

December= Christmas and the Ice princess theme.
The first week of December we worked with a book called ‘The ice Princess’. Every day we read aloud a few pages in the
circle which we worked around the rest of the day. This way we made a big castle, made polar bears with soft fur and
the toddlers experimented with ice. After this we worked around Christmas. So, we made Christmas decoration, sand
dough and together we decorated the Christmas tree.

Parental participation
Every month, we organize a meeting with the parents of our children.
First of all, we want to keep them updated about the ins and outs at Oye LENA and the evolution of their child. We also
offer workshops to teach the parents how they can stimulate their children and their development. We do this over snacks
and drinks, and we show some pictures of the previous month. In addition, we offer workshops to teach parents how they
can stimulate their children and the development of their children every day. There’s also time to talk about education in
general, the difficulties that come with this, and the importance of healthy food and health in general.
On our parent meeting in September we made Halloween costumes, together
with the parents. In October we went on a Halloween course (see above), in
November we ran over some agreements and we asked the parents some
questions. The mother of Neri also introduced us to the newly born little sister
Maité and she got a few presents from us. In December we all celebrated
Christmas (See above).

Bristers’ Day
The term ‘Bristers’ refers to brothers and sisters of our special children. In the past, we noticed that our special kids were
not always treated correctly by their siblings. In some cases, we even noticed abuse. In specific, signs of jealousy towards
the presents and care they were given at the project. By organizing this day, we want to include the siblings. The objective
is to offer them psychological support and to pay attention to their feelings as well. We try to reinforce the relations
between the siblings in order to improve the quality of life for both parties this way.
In September, the bristers made drawings of themselves, and with every body part that they drew they had to ask
themselves questions like “what are your dreams?” and “Who takes very good care of you?”. In October the bristers had
to work together to collect fruit. With the collected fruit they made a delicious fruit salad. In November we played a lifesized jungle speed and we made caterpillars out of egg boxes. In December all the brothers and sisters got invited to the
big Christmas Party (See above).

Monthly visit to the orphanage of Cachora
In May 2016, we discovered that two of our loyal students, Brayan and Jesús, were abandoned at the orphanage of
Cachora, and we decided to pay them a visit. It was heart-breaking and -warming at the same time. By experiencing these
mixed emotions, we were compelled to return every month.
The 2 boys barely have contact with their mother and little brother. They merely visit them once or twice a year. It is
obvious they still suffer from the situation, but after a long period of domestic violence and abuse, we hope they will get
more stability in their lives and a better future. To contribute to this, we go visit them one Saturday or Sunday a month.
We organize activities, catch up, eat, and drink something tasty. The focus is on entertainment and joy. We want to offer
the kids a day to look forward to every month. Every month it’s a very nice day that goes by way too fast!
In December we paid a special visit to the orphanage, because like every year we celebrated Christmas! We played
‘musical present’, were we danced on Christmas songs, the children had to make a living pyramid and we played a lot of
group games. Then followed the presents and everybody got some hot chocolate milk and a piece of Panetón.

Monthly visit to the hot springs of Cconoc
Once a month we pay a visit to the hot springs of Cconoc, a 20-minute drive away from the project. One month we do this
with our toddlers and the other month with our students with different abilities. First, we teach the toddlers to enjoy the
water. The ones that feel ready can start doing preparatory exercises for swimming.
Children in Curahuasi rarely, or never, go to a swimming pool, which causes a lot of children to be afraid of the water for
the first time; however, they overcome their fear rather quickly and really enjoy this day out!

Graduated students
Since November, the children that have graduated over the past year from Oye LENA can come every weekday and get
homework guidance from Monday to Thursday. On Friday we organize a nice activity to start the weekend right. The oldest
children are already 10 years old at the moment! They follow their own program, separate from the toddlers, and get
classes adjusted to their own development and level.

Oye Mundo
Oye LENA works with volunteers: people from all over the world who come and help on the project. Our volunteers are
our key figures; thanks to them we can achieve our goals every day, for and with the children.
In September the volunteers participated in a workshop about Sherborne movement pedagogy and in October we had a
workshop about Down Syndrome. With the second one we wanted to give the volunteers more extra tools to work with
Maria, Jose Abel and Gabriel. In November there was a workshop about voluntarism. In December our class coordinator
gave a workshop about speech therapy and how we can keep working around language in our general classes.

Volunteers come and go
The number of volunteers varies throughout the year, but most of the time we can count on 10 volunteers. Some
volunteers only stay for a few weeks, whilst others stay a whole year. But every visit and all contributions are much
appreciated, and we are very grateful to all our volunteers!

And so, there was Femke Van Gemerde, with her 18 years she was the youngest of our group. She chose to spend her
entire summer vacation between secondary school and university with us on Oye LENA and she always happily rolled up
her sleeves. She was our little sunshine and with her disarming style she put a smile on everyone’s face!
Thibaud Morvan and Elie Ballester from France were traveling when they met two of our ex-volunteers Hanna and
Thomas, who told them about Oye LENA. They spontaneously decided to interrupt their journey so they could spend
some time on Oye LENA! Which was a very good decision if you ask us, because their enthusiasm, energy and fresh look
on the project was very much appreciated by the volunteers and the children! Thanks guys!
The Columbian Alejandra Duque Zuluaga traded here hometown London in for Oye LENA. Her ever sober perspective
combined with her unconditional attention and love for our children made her an ideal member of our team! Muchas
Gracias Alejandra!
Fio Bots stayed with us for 9 weeks. She was always ready to work with all the children and we got to know her as a
creative, patient and hardworking volunteer! She was a remarkable addition to our team and always made us laugh with
her special dry humor!
Our physiotherapists Katrien Verbiest and Gloria Coco both worked for a few months on our project. What a luxury it
was for the children. They made sure that everyone got the physiotherapy that they needed! Next to that they provided
us with fun ideas and with their happy personality they always brought a positive vibe.

Jonas Vondenhoff joined our team in November. His big favorite was Jean Pier and that love was completely mutual. It
always was a joy to see them play together and also the other kids enjoyed his company. With his Swiss sober attitude
and his ability to keep perspective he really stood up in our mainly female living quarters! Vielen Dank!
Louise Vanderhaegen helped us on the project for 16 weeks. As a psychologist she did play-therapy with Deborah,
among other things, who enjoyed it very much. Next to that she worked with full dedication with Clariza, Gabriel and
Jhoel and with a lot of love she took care of the toddlers. Thanks for all the hard work!
Sofie and Kim worked and lived together with their kids Nand and Roos for 6 months on the project as volunteer
coordinators. Next to the normal tasks, they also took extra ones because of the absence of Stefanie. They both made
sure that everybody in the team felt good. They were a duo we could count on and no question was too much. Thanks
for everything!
For 6 months Laurien Demaerchalk worked on the project as our head of the classes and speech therapist. In alignment
with the speech therapist of the Diospi hospital, she gave speech therapy to different kids, and made a lot of progress
with this. She always gave everything she had in these past few months for Oye LENA and we are very grateful for all her
hard work!
And so, these people leave Curahuasi with their backpacks full of memories and our international Oye LENA family is yet
again a little bigger!
Short Messages
Volunteer Alejandra Duque Zuluaga, Nele Verreydt (the
mother of volunteer Laurien) and Inge Wolfs, Petra
Hernalsteen and Jo Torrekens (Familie of volunteer Kim
and Sofie), Kathleen Op De Beeck (lecturer Artesis
Plantijn) took a few things in their luggage for the
project.
Volunteers Juline Braems, Delphine Coomans, Lotte
Druyts, Femke Jannsens (and friends) and Lynn
Wagemans brought our project coordinator Stefanie all
kind of goods for in Peru. Stefanie took it all with her in
her luggage.
Lingerie Krislyne Groot-Bijgaarden donated over 100
toothbrushes and bags. Thank you very much!

Presents of the godparents
Naymar with a present from Hannah Bauer and Rodrigo with a present from Fleur Wetzels. Thanks!

‘

Happy Birthday
We celebrate the birthdays of our children with a personalised crown, a song and a present. Some godparents send a gift
for their godchild or some extra money so we can buy them a present. Other children receive a present from us. Happy
birthday!
In September and October we celebrated the birthdays of Aaron (with a present of Hanne Michiels), Asiri (with a
present of Els Van Hulle), Janeth (with a present from us), Josue (with a present of Yelle Bonten), Judith (with a present
of Amber Van Geel), Naymar (with a present of Cynthia Sneyers) and Roywill (with a present of Fien De Groef and Helen
Van Den Brande).

In November and December we celebrated the birthdays of Alberto (with a present of Elisa Raes and Sarah Tibbels),
Brith (with a present of Delphine Coomans and Hilde Plaetinck), Carol Eva (with a present of Bert Boekaerts), Romina
(with a present of Lieselot Bronselaer), Zharit (with a present of Erika Godts and Jolien Oris), Eliazar (with a present of
Nina Vanderheyden), Ruth Genesis (with a present of Juline Braems), Rossel (with a present of Sara Defoor and
Catherine Brouckaert), Jose Abel (with a present of Lut Houben) en Tikva (with a present of Kristin Hermans and Wim
Hubert).

IN SUPPORT OF THE PROJECT
March of the Dead ‘Den Dodentocht’ in support of Oye LENA
JOLIEN: ‘Together with Fien and Helena we had the crazy idea to
participate in the march of the dead so we could collect money for Oye
Lena.’
LENA: ‘The project where all three of us lost our hearts.’
FIEN: ‘For everyone who believes that I can finish the March of the Dead
or anyone who wants to support a beautiful-wonderful- extraordinary
purpose!’
HELENA: ‘Because I’m back in Belgium for a few months now, I would
like to do something here for the project as well: The 9th of August we will try to walk as many km’s as we can!’
thanks in advance! Those who are about to die salute you!

And so, these 3 ladies, who worked on the project last year, began their March of the Dead. Fien, Helena and Jolien
together walked 262km for Oye LENA. Fien and Jolien even made it to the finish line! Helena fell out early because of an
injury, but still she held on for 62km! Because of the many encouragements and sponsorships, they collected 3000€ for
Oye LENA!
P.s. As you may have suspected, this picture was taken before they began their March of the Dead. ;)
Oye LENA supports World Mission Assistance ‘Wereld Missie Hulp’ and vice versa!
This summer we organized a collecting of clothes for the 3rd time in support of Wereld Missie Hulp. Previous years we
always collected 800 kilos more or less. This year it was 2600 KILO!! 50 kilos were selected to bring with us to Oye Lena.
We donated the rest to WMH. They use these clothes to support good causes (Not to make a profit, like other collecting
containers). This way they supported Oye Lena for a whopping 4000€. A fantastic cooperation in which two projects
supported each other. Thank you to everyone who helped us!

Kick Off Festival in gent supports Oye LENA
In September 60 volunteers of Oye LENA helped at the Student Kick Off Festival in Gent and together almost worked 70
shifts. For every shift that was done Oye LENA got, like all the other charities, a part of the income.
With 27% participants, Oye LENA delivered this year the biggest number of volunteers of all the charities and therefor
received 6526,15€. Another record broken! Thank you so much to all the people who helped! You guys are GREAT!! And
of course, a big thank you to the organizers of Student Kick Off Festival!

Witte Kerk van Schilde Bergens supports Oye LENA
During the weekend of 19 and 20 October I was invited by Father Marc to do a presentation about Oye LENA at the
religious community of “Witte Kerk van Schilde Bergen” (A Dominican parish in the municipality of Schilde). During the
weekend there are 4 celebrations and the gainings of the baskets went directly to Oye LENA. After the celebration I was
able to give some extra information to the ones who were interested and there was also a copy of the sermon available
that they could take home with them. I was super happy when Father Marc contacted me to announce that he could
donate €1234 for this beautiful project; all the more because the workgroup “Missiebezig” also had a stand at the
reception hall of the church where they sold all kinds of homemade pastries and also collected a nice amount.
By Ingrid Hendriks
Quipunet en Marita Paly steunen Oye LENA!

QUIPUNET, is a voluntary group of Peruvians and friends from the Peru, residents in different parts
of the world who have formed a cybernetic link offering their knowledge and support to the
project: Education at Distance.

Marita Paly is a Peruvian who currently lives in Seattle. She works for Quipunet and payed us a visit in March 2019 with a
few friends and family. Before her visit she collected money through all kinds of activities. She arranged with her coworkers in Seatlle that they gave classes in the Apple Store for a while to the children at Oye LENA through an iPad. This
way they collected almost $5000. With this money Marita bought 6 iPads, a Beebot and others things that she took with
her to Peru. This month Quipunet donated another $450, with which we were able to buy expansion packs for the
Beebot. Thanks Marita and Quipunet. Your support is
awesome.
Sale of artisanal Products in favor of Oye LENA
VZW Fantasstisch, an association that works with people
with autism (Children, adolescents, adults) and their
network organized a mini-market and a coffee- and summer bar called EmbrASSe. Oye LENA was invited to participate
and the volunteers Fien De Groef and Lien hoefmans sold artisanal products from Peru in favor of Oye LENA. Thanks you
Fien, Lien and VZW Fantasstisch!

Karla Verbeyst, mother of volunteer Fien De Groef, organized an open house day at the
Groeverie in Humbeek on 14 and 15 September. The Groeverie is a creative studio were
you can participate in very nice workshops around clay. You can, for instance, bake your
own pots! Fien sold artisanal products at the open house day for Oye LENA and raised €226.

Second Christmas gathering in Grimbergen in favor of Oye LENA
Last year the Hofmans – Keymolen – De Groef family launched the
Christmas happening. And so this year, as tradition dictates, they also
organized a Christmas event.
A bite to eat of a Christmas sandwich, soup, cake and pancakes,
decoration,… in short a mini market with Christmas gifts, and the profits go
to Oye Lena. All together they collected a beautiful €2100. Another
successful edition!
Fourth edition of the Spaghetti feast of the Brewaeys family was a big success!
On Saturday the 23rd of December 2019, Hilde and Luc Brewaeys, together with their children and a whole bunch of
loyal volunteers, organized for the fourth time a bi-annual spaghetti feast in support of Oye LENA. The wine was
provided by Frank Van Camp, therefor Thanks. In total more than 360 spaghetti lovers came. A few 100 more than the
previous edition. The spaghettis and the deposits running up to the event produced €3970. Lisa Vermeulen had a little
shop with artisanal products and collected €311. Thank you to all the helping hands, all the sympathizers, the hungry
and thirsty ones that helped to realize this nice result.

V

Volunteer Lisa Vemeulen sold Christmas cards in favor of Oye LENA
When I heard that Oye LENA was added to the list of charities for
‘the warmest week’ of Studio Brussel, I immediately felt like coming
up with a campaign. After working more than a year on the project, I
absolutely wanted to collect money to help the children even more.
That’s why I decided to make Christmas cards of the children of Oye
LENA and sell these. With the help of the volunteers I got very
beautiful pictures of which I could make the cards. The result was
quite the sight! I made packages of 6 cards and went to friends,
family, acquaintances, neighbors, etc.… The action itself was a
success. In total I was able to collect €1490. Thank you to everyone
to buy a Christmas card!
Wedding pennies in favor of Oye LENA
Our good friends Annemie Van Den Hauten and Toye Taelemans got
married on the 30th of November, 2019 in Wemmel. They asked the
invitees to hand a small deposit in favor of Oye LENA and this way
they received €4000. They handed over this amount when they came to visit us in Peru on their Honeymoon! Thanks!

Rotary Club Antwerp-south supports Oye LENA
The Rotary Club Antwerp-South sponsored for the second
time in a row our project with €1700. Last year we rearranged
our movement class, this year we used the money to pave the
road from the garage to the project. This way it will be way
easier to push the wheelchairs of our children up the hill.
THANKS!

“Rotarians are there for the local community or abroad, you
can find the Rotary members in over 200 countries. We are in
the privileged position to help people in need, wherever they
are.”
Oye LENA receives grants of the municipality of Grimbergen
Since 2013 Oye LENA was a part of ‘GROG’. The ‘GROG’ is the overarching
organization of associations who are active in Grimbergen in the development
cooperation field. The GROG supports the operation of their members and
also organizes activities to raise awareness in Grimbergen around poverty and
injustice in the world. Ingrid Vandekelder and Hilde Brewaeys- Vandepitte
participate in the bi-monthly meetings and other activities organized by the GROG, like the annual fair and the annual
‘broad world week’. For the sixed year in a row we received grants for our organization, where the amount is based on
campaigns and events of the previous year. This year we received €5710 for the project and €419 for the promotion of
our cause in Belgium. Thank you Grimbergen!
Karel de Grote university Antwerp supports Oye LENA
After a few years I returned in the start of October to Karel de Grote University. Annually KdG
University chooses two organizations that they want to support that year by collection
campaigns and events. These campaigns are organized by committed students and teachers,
who are a part of the students and engagement team. At the end of September teachers,
students and old students can propose organizations for this. I myself gave a short presentation
about Oye LENA and that was well received because together with Nyumba ya Wazee, a
daycare center and senior home in Uganda, we were chosen!
By Charline Loontjens, ex-trainee Orthopedagogy Gent
Since October the Kdg undertook a few collection campaigns, among which a rose sale, a theater play and the Christmas
Festival ‘Kerstival’ of the KdG. The coming months there will be more activities and we will surely keep you posted.
THANKS in advance to everyone who cooperated in this and THANK YOU to
Charline to represent us!
HR Reinforcement Supports Oye LENA for €500.
Thanks Lieve Pennewaert, mother of volunteer Lisa Vermeulen!

Travel agency RESPONSible TRAVEL PERU supports Oye LENA for $1091

RESPONSible TRAVEL PERU is a sustainable tour operator specialized in customized
travels with a lot of authenticity. They know Peru by heart and they are only satisfied
when the travel is truly personal. https://responsibletravelperu.com/

IT-archITecten Mechelen, Ilse Cayron and Tom Platteeuwen, support Oye LENA anually with €200. (www.itarchitecten.be)
We are two motivated achitects from Mechelen with enthousiasm.
Enthousiastic to design, to create, but mostly enthousiastic to act. DO IT!
Dare to go for materiality and spatiality. Dare to experience your
environment and follow your gut. FEEL IT!
Every specific mission has his unique solution. CREATE IT!
Every creation is made to be lived and experienced, and then it is up to you. LIVE IT!
Pulse Engineering GmbH, Austria, supports Oye LENA for €250 (www.pulse-eng.com)
“With the development of PULSE Engineering in 2011 we decided to combine our forces in
our technical working environment to continue together. Because of our open mind for new
ideas and our desire to improve constantly, we made ourselves to the renowned
engineering office that we are today.”
Law firm La-on Lawyers supports Oye LENA for €1250 (http://la-on.eu)
For three years in a row has La-on Lawyers been supporting Oye LENA. Every
year they pay for the fruit and vegetables for every child, every day. THANK
you so much for your loyal support.
B&B Capotorto, Italy supports Oye LENA for €430. (https://capotorto.be/)
Wim and Kristin Hubert visited our project last year and afterwards they decided to support the project as godparents.
This year they sold their homemade limoncello in their B&B in Italy and all the profits went directly to the project.
Thanks!
“Irs. Willems & De Smet Management” from Maldegem Supports the project for the second time for €250.
architectural office Van Herck Eline bvba, Mechelen Supports Oye LENA for €200.
On the occasion of Dirk Verbruggen his birthday we received €110.
Little Alice and her godfather Nikki supported Oye LENA.
Sien, Warre, Toon Leyder sold homemade bracelets and collected €16!
The family of volunteers Caroline Du Four, Leon + Monique Van Lokeren – De Cock, deposit a fantastic amount every
year. Also this year we received €500!
The Oris Family didn’t give Christmas presents, but donated for the second time €110 to Oye LENA.

Donations:
Hilde Muermans 150 Euro, Dirk&Katrien Focke-Houck 100 Euro, Luc Derynck 100 Euro, Corinne Eicher 240 Euro, Francois
Ivo 40 Euro, Marleen Debruyne 50 Euro, M+J De Leener-Keyen 40 Euro, Vertommen Van Dyck 50 Euro, Flo Bots, Wil and
Veerle 120 Euro, Tim Claerhout 40 Euro, Maria Nelen 50 Euro,
Verhalle Piet 50 Euro, Otto Kint 20, Leon Elsebeth 225 Euro,
Marius Huelkenberg and Sarah Polarczyk 350 Euro, Ann Staels
120 Euro, Hans and Nelleke Pekaar 100 Euro. Thanks!

Support Oye Lena for free? How is that possible?
Oye LENA cooperates with TROOPER
Do you know TROOPER already? Associations and charities
can make their wallets grow by making their supporters shop
via TROOPER. This way TROOPER donated an astonishing
1.373.564 Euro to 5724 associations!

Oye LENA already collected €890 the precious year! Nice,
right! Thank you so much to all our Troopers for this!!

Mamita Made Materials: a knitting project for and by our mothers
Mamita Made Materials is a project we started in January 2017. The intention of this side project is to help the mothers
of the pupils by giving them a decent wage in exchange for knitting or crocheting of different materials.
Over and over again, many mothers quite desperately asked for a job or financial help. At first, we didn’t know how exactly
to help these moms. In the past, we proposed that they knit or crochet hats, scarves, sweaters, etc., but surprisingly
nobody reacted positively. Later on, we discovered why: no one had the financial means to buy the necessary wool. So...
we decided to provide the necessary materials (wool, knitting needles, crochet hooks…) ourselves.
The mothers can choose themselves if they want to knit something, or they make something at the request of our
sponsors. In exchange for a knitted or crocheted item, they obtain a fair fee.
Part of the profit goes to the mothers, while the other part is used to purchase new materials.
Zonta Club Roeselare made it possible for us to realize this project. They donated a starting capital of 2000 Euro, so we
could purchase the wool, the crochet hooks, the knitting needles, the magazine copies, etc.
NEW! From now on you can order a personalized tote bag! Send us a black-and-white drawing of your (grand)child, and
our knitting mothers will make you a pretty bag.
The drawings on the pictures below are made by our models Sofia and Elliot. The bags with these drawings are also for
sale (without name).

Interested? Send us a message!

Annual repport 2019
We made an annual financial repport of 2019. Of you’d like to receive one, don’t be afraid to contact us.

NEW GODMOTHERS AND GODFATHERS
We have 9 new godmothers and godfathers with us at Oye LENA: Lucienne & Robert Raeymaekers Timmermans of
Sheila, Yelle Bonten of Josue, Amber Van Geel of Judith, Jolien Oris of Zharit, Shae Costello of Gabriel, Alyshia Dockx of
Josue, Femke Janssens of Clariza, Verhaegen Arne & Satu of Deborah and Jerson, Rémi Rossi of Jhoncito

BECOME A GODPARENT
OYE LENA IS ALWAYS LOOKING FOR MORE GODPARENTS!
For just a few eurocents a day you can offer a whole new future to a child!
Children start at Oye LENA at the age of 3. They follow 3 or 4 years of kindergarten and as soon as they go to primary
school, they can come every afternoon for homework guidance. This means you can follow your godchild for many years!
We are more flexible for the children with a disability: they can start whenever the parents want, and we search for
possibilities on the project. Children can have two godparents. This is always someone they don’t know (a sponsor that
hasn’t been at the project yet) and someone they’re familiar with (volunteers who, after they’re done volunteering, decide
to become a godparent). Sometimes it happens that a child doesn’t come to the project anymore, for example when they
move. In this case we will let you know and if you want, we will appoint you another child.
How will we stay in touch?
- First you will receive a picture via e‐mail
- On your godchild’s birthday you will receive a file with pictures and new information.
- On Christmas you’ll receive a Christmas card made by your godchild.
- In June you’ll receive a card made by your godchild.
- You will be tagged on pictures of your child on Facebook (only possible if you follow our Facebook page).
- You’re very welcome to send an e-mail from time to time to check up on your godchild.
- In case of older children that can read and write you can also send a letter or e-mail to your godchild. We can translate
these for you. Keep in mind though that it might take some time to get mail from Belgium to Peru. To avoid this delay, it
is possible to do all correspondence via e-mail. In this case we will make sure that letters get printed and handed over to
your godchild. You can send e-mails to oyelena.peru@gmail.com.
The postal address is: ONG OYE LENA (Stefanie Van Erps), Molle Molle S/N, Curahuasi, Abancay, Apurimac, Perú. Of
course, you are always welcome to visit the project and your godchild. Make sure to inform us in time!
How do we spend your money?
A minimum amount of 10 Euro per month guarantees the daily functioning of the project. Hence, your money is not
specifically spent on your own godchild but is used for ALL children at the project. How do we use this money?
- To buy food and beverages. Every day the children get fruit, a snack and lunch.
- To pay for medical expenses (doctor, dentist) so the children get a decent treatment and free medication.
- To buy toys and educational material.
- To celebrate festivities (Christmas, Mother’s Day, Halloween) when we spoil the children, their parents and brothers
and/or sisters with goodies and presents!
- We buy a gift for your godchild’s birthday.
- To pay our employees.
You can choose to stop being a godparent at any time. You just have to send an e-mail and stop your standing order.

GIFTS
Oye LENA can only exist because of generous sponsors like you!
Businesses and organisations that wish to support us, can provide us their logos and they will come on our website and
Facebook page. They will be mentioned in the next newsletter.

ACCOUNT NUMBER OF OYE LENA
To limit the costs of transactions, Oye LENA has a Belgian account: IBAN BE28 06889753 0620 / BIC GKCCBEBB.

TAX CERTIFICATE? Yes, that’s possible!
Deposit your gift on the account of “Leraars Zonder Grenzen” (at least 40 euro per year) and mention Oye LENA. This is
very important, because without it the project doesn’t receive anything!
IBAN BE48 5230 8027 2427 / BIC TRIOBEBB
Leraars zonder Grenzen vzw, Jan de Graefstraat 7, 2600 Berchem, with the message: “Donation to LzG, ONG Oye LENA”

